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MOVING FORWARD

The Focus40 plan presents programs of investment ideas which—taken 
together—are intended to broadly target the ways in which the MBTA can 
become more reliable, robust, and resilient to meet the needs of the region 
through 2040.  Within the programs, the Focus40 team has highlighted 
some key potential initiatives—some underway, some to advance today, 
others that should be prioritized within the next decade, as well as more 
ambitious options that could be valuable for the MBTA to pursue once more 
critical near-term needs have been addressed.  

The Capital Investment Plan (CIP) will be the primary bridge between the 
outputs of the Focus40 process and the ultimate implementation of capital 
projects at the MBTA. It will inform both what projects are developed and 
which are prioritized for funding. The CIP process will provide an avenue for 
ongoing engagement and updates on Focus40 progress.

FROM PL AN TO ACTION

IMPLEMENTING NEXT PRIORITIES AND BIG IDEAS

With the release of this plan and the development of the upcoming CIP, 
MassDOT / MBTA will seek to advance the Focus40 Next Priorities that 
have not yet entered entered project development. As Next Priorities 
represent the full range of priorities over the next twenty years, not every 
project that falls under this category will be advanced right away. If municipal 
or regional partners wish to accelerate the development of Focus40 place-
based projects, they can advance those Next Priority or Big Idea projects 
into planning/design in collaboration with the MBTA.  
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

In order for any project to be programmed in the CIP, 

agency staff must submit a proposal with an initial 

estimate of costs and benefi ts. It then must be scored 

and prioritized against other projects in order to receive 

funding for design and construction in the CIP. Going 

forward, projects advancing into implementation will 

be the product of one of two sources: 1) the MBTA’s 

asset management programs as identifi ed in the MBTA’s 

federally required Transit Asset Management Plan and 

2) Focus40 initiatives. Other project ideas may only be 

advanced with clear and transparent justifi cation. 

Planning Studies

In many cases, detailed planning studies will be necessary 

in order to develop appropriate projects for inclusion in 

the CIP. A number of planning studies designed to identify 

the best approaches to advancing particular Focus40 Next 

Priorities, or to meeting the public transit needs of specifi c 

employment centers or underserved communities, are 

listed here. Some of these efforts are already underway, 

others will be launched over the next calendar year, and 

some will launch pending other developments as outlined 

in the Programs section. Planning studies will likely 

conclude with recommendations for specifi c projects that 

can be advanced through the CIP process. Ongoing or 

upcoming planning studies to advance Focus40 initiatives 

include:

• MBTA Rail Vision 

• Better Bus Project / Bus Network Redesign

• Green Line Transformation planning 

• Silver Line Capacity Study

• Lynn Transit Action Plan and other Priority Place 

Action Plans

• Resiliency planning

• Maintenance facility site planning and acquisition

• Systemwide parking and access study

Partnerships

One of the theories of this effort is the great importance 

that municipal and other partners will have in helping to 

realize the Focus40 vision. There is a universe of potential 

ways that the T will need to partner with other actors and 

sectors to meet shared goals.  When correctly structured, 

partnerships can provide the MBTA with additional 

resources to broadly improve today’s customer experience 

more quickly than it would otherwise be able to, while also 

meeting the needs and interests of specifi c stakeholders. 

Not all Focus40 initiatives require signifi cant capital 

investment. Municipalities and third parties can 

recommend—and partner to support—service pilot 

programs and low-cost implementation to improve transit 

in priority places or places that are experiencing rapid 

growth. Consistent with the MBTA Pilot Program Policy 

and the Focus40 framework, most new MBTA services will 

commence as pilot programs. Only once a pilot program 

is successful will more capital intensive or permanent 

solutions be considered.

The MBTA will work with partners who support shared 

goals for transit and may develop projects or programs to 

leverage outside funding with the MBTA’s own resources.

ONGOING ENGAGEMENT

The CIP process itself provides an opportunity for annual 

review of MBTA progress towards achieving the Focus40 

vision. It gives the public a voice to make the case that 

new information is available that would infl uence near 

term priorities within the Focus40 framework. It also 

serves as a forum to consider whether the outcomes of 

planning studies and priority place transit action plans 

should be designated “Next Priorities” or “Big Ideas.” 

Informed by engagement through the CIP process, 

performance tracking, ongoing studies, and external 

factors shaping the role of the MBTA, the MBTA will 

provide a periodic update to Focus40 in conjunction with 

the CIP cycle to ensure that the MBTA has a timely and 

relevant roadmap to guide future investments.

POLICY TOPICS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Focus40 Policies for Development —which are 

referenced in connection with specifi c programs—will 

help guide the development, scoping, and prioritization 

of projects consistent with the MBTA Strategic Plan. A 

Resiliency Policy (page 30) will ensure that predictions 

for extreme weather and sea level rise are incorporated 

into all scopes. An On-Street Infrastructure Policy (page 

32) will defi ne roles, responsibilities, and expectations 

around bus and light rail infrastructure, which will also 

shape how projects are scoped and prioritized. Finally, an 

Expansion Policy (page 58) will establish a transparent 

and objective processes for advancing expansion projects 

in Focus40 Next Priorities. The principles established in 

this document will guide future policy and practice and 

enable the MBTA to deliver on its mission and goals.

CONCLUSION

A strong MBTA is crucial to the success of the region of 

today and tomorrow. Reliable and equitable public transit 

supports and facilitates positive, sustainable change. 

From the outset, the Focus40 team put Greater Boston’s 

future needs fi rst, which required acknowledging that 

the MBTA—while still a crucial contributor to the life and 

economy of the region—is struggling to meet the needs 

and expectations of today’s customers. We are stewards 

of public investments vital to people’s daily lives. We help 

support residents and workers of the Greater Boston 

region to live their daily lives. As the future is uncertain, 

the MBTA’s long range investment strategy process must 

be robust, resilient, and able to respond to change—just 

as the MBTA itself needs to be. We are confi dent the 

MBTA will get there with the help of the decision-making 

framework that Focus40 establishes.
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